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ILLUSTRATIONS CON'D FROM PAGE 7

Fig. 2 Approximately half of the known "M/C"
warrants are $50 items of the above type.

Fig. 3 Nearly one-half of the known "M/C" items
are $100 items of the above type.

Fig. 4 "C/M" warrants are believed to be either
$100 items of the above kind or $50 instruments of

the same type.

An Interesting Discovery, by M. M. Burgett
A few years ago, quite by accident, it was my good

fortune to acquire an obsolete note which has proved a
real challenge as far as identification and research are
concerned. This will not be surprising to the majority of se-
rious collectors of obsolete currency, I am sure, as the
paucity of research material, catalogues, books, et cetera,
on the subject of uncurrent notes, has proved a real
stumbling block to the serious study of many a fascinating
item. Often a collector has in his possession many an
obscure specimen about which he can learn next to noth-

ing, due entirely to the dearth of informative material
available. Regarding the note mentioned above, I be-
lieve its fascination for me is due to the fact that it pos-
sesses not one or two, but actually four points of keen
interest: 1. It was issued and used by American Indians.
2. It was redeemable in Confederate currency. 3. The de-
nomination of $1.25 is an odd and interesting one and
seldom encountered, even in large collections. 4. This item
falls into perhaps the rarest category representing these
notes—a western territorial issue.
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AN INTERESTING STORY CON'D FROM PAGE 8

A description of the note is as follows. Printed in black
on the coarse white paper of the mid-nineteenth century,
it measures 6 1/2 " by 2 1/2 " and is unif ace. Left end: Indian
warrior, with gun, kneeling on precipice. Right center: A
wagon load of cotton drawn by mules; two negroes atop
and one alongside. Legend: North Fork, Creek Nation—
April 23, 1862—No. E—Due to Bearer—One Dollar and
Twenty-Five Cents—in Confederate notes, when the sum
of ten dollars is presented. Lower portion of note: Printed
signature of S. S. Sanger, Jr., Pres't.—a dog's head—auto-
graphed signature of Frit? M. Sanger, Cash'r. At each end
in red "1.25"; value in legend also in red. The note was
produced by: "Whitmore & Bros., Appeal, Memphis"—
apparently a newspaper publishing concern.

Now for a brief account of the historical facts which
I have unearthed concerning the issuance of this note, how-
ever meager they may be. The town of North Fork, which
is no longer in existence, was located about 2 1/2 miles east
of the present town of Eufaula, Oklahoma. North Fork
was founded early in the nineteenth century and was an
important trading center in the Creek Nation until its
abandonment around 1872, when the Missouri-Kansas-
Texas Railroad was built through the territory and the
inhabitants of North Fork moved to the site of present-day

Eufaula. Many intertribal meetings were held in old North
Fork, as well as the signings of three treaties with the Con-
federate States. Banking in the five civilized Indian nations
of the Cherokees, Chickasaws, Choctaws, Creeks and Semi-
noles was conducted through stores and trading posts, in
which the few iron safes in the territory were located. The
Indians took their money to the merchants who issued due
bills, trade notes, etc., for such funds, which due bills and
trade notes usually circulated as money. According to
records available, S. S. Sanger, a trader in the Creek Na-
tion, was a mixed blood citizen of the tribe. Of course, it is
a matter of record that the Creek Nation espoused the
cause of the Confederacy.

It is my intention to continue searching for informa-
tion concerning this intriguing item, and I will welcome
any assistance from fellow hobbyists relevant to the sub-
ject. For example, what other values were issued by this
firm? Are any of them still in existence? Who are the
fortunate owners of these notes? In my attempts at research,
I have contacted museum curators, historians, and fellow
numismatists, none of whom has ever seen or heard of such
an issue. Perhaps this brief sketch will be of help in un-
covering new facts which will shed light on this enigma of
the past, who knows.

Civil War Payments, by Fred R. Marckhoff
As early as 1862, County and even State governments

found it necessary to institute taxing programs or appro-
priate funds to pay for hardship, disability or other similar
claims of indigent men in uniform. This practice continued
on throughout the war and well into the post-war days of
the middle 1870's, when belated claims for many were
acted upon in some communities, notably Missouri.

It is difficult for us to realize that many who served
in the Civil War did so without full, or perhaps any com-
pensation, until 1874, if at all. Only the low cost of goods
and services allowed them to do this, to be sure. However,
in both the north and south, hardship cases were acted
upon rather quickly by creation of public or private distri-
bution funds.

One such issue of Texas, for example, was made by
the Rio Grande Soldiers Fund at Brownsville, and the
note read, "Ten Thousand Dollars On Deposit."

While some counties raised or appropriated funds for
this purpose in small amounts as the need arose, the Board
of Commissioners of Henry County, Indiana held a Special
Session at New Castle on Jan. 3, 1865 for the specific pur-
pose of providing funds for needy soldiers. On the reverse
side of these notes are the words, "Henry County Military
Order."

In Iowa it was much the same way, as all payments
were made by "order of the Board of Supervisors." Wheth-
er or not future payments after 1862 were made by this
same order and issue, or if subsequent ones were neces-
sary, is not known. In the note illustrated the payment for
$1.00 seems very small, even for those days.

CIVIL WAR PAYMENT
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